Employees Activity Organization
Representatives Meeting
September 22, 2021
Conference Room 3
EAO Representatives in attendance:
Rick Fowles
Seth McPherson
Kevin Miller
Helen Erickson
Joni Dutson
Kolyer Anderson
James Dean
Casey Draper
Tyler Finlinson
Convened at: 10 a.m.
Minute Approval:
No minutes were approved at this meeting.
Budget
Two charges to the EAO account were in question. One was for the Jubilee store in Delta; Joni
Dutson stated she was sure this was for the Food Bank. Kurt Sorensen will meet with Jake
Abbott regarding the two other charge in question that was for Ashton's.
Christmas Party
The Fairgrounds Building in Delta has been reserved for the date of December 10.
The start time decided upon will be 7 p.m. Several members expressed the desire to have the
party end fairly early, possibly around 10 p.m., and hand out the grand prizes in the middle of
the night instead of waiting until the end.
There is interest in using a DJ instead of having a live band as a change and will save on costs.
After a short discussion the decision was made to have Kurt check with Magleby's to cater if they
can.
For entertainment Rick Fowles suggested a slide show of the history of the plant and various
activities that when on. All Representatives present agreed this would be a good idea and fun to
see. Kolyer Anderson and James Dean spearhead this. Another suggestion was to put out a
request for employees send in any pictures they have taken through the years.
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Vending
Rick Fowles contacted both Coke and Pepsi informing them they have reimbursements waiting
for them at the front desk. Coke has paid and Pepsi will pay next week.
Phil Diaz has expressed the desire to withdraw from providing snack machines to the company.
The EAO may need to put in an ad for a new vendor. Kurt Sorensen will verify this with Phil.
Clothing
Casey Draper informed the Representatives that the VOLTS Program would like to purchase
some EAO items for the VOLTS Program giveaways.
Tyler Finlinson stated bids will go out for hats, shirts, and hoodies. He asked if the EAO would
like to stay with the current logo design or come up with a new one. The consensus is to order
some with the current logo design then work towards new designs for the next order. Maybe
have a contest for employees to come up with a logo design.
Salsa Day
Kevin Miller will check with Mike Nuttall to see where he is in this process.
Coal
Kevin Miller will contact Sufco mine to see what our chances are of getting two trucks of lump
coal are this year.
Miscellaneous
A discussion was held on increasing the price of EAO merchandise 20 percent then giving EAO
members a 10 percent discount on the items. This will give the EAO some needed funding and
the EAO members an additional perk.
Seth McPherson made a motion to increase the cost of merchandise 20 percent
and giving EAO members a 10 percent discount. Kurt Sorensen seconded the
motion. The motion passed unanimously.
The question was asked as to whether or not there will need to be an IPSC float for the Delta
Light Parade. There is a possibility that there will need to be float; the hope is that the snowman
can be utilized along with the IPSC fire truck.
Kurt Sorensen made a motion to close the meeting. Trevor Finlinson second the
motion. The motion carried.
The next meeting is scheduled for October 27, 2021.
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